fine art
meets function

Vuelift® home lifts

Architectural elegance
Change your perception of what a home lift can be. The
Savaria® Vuelift® takes the elevator out of the dark and
into the light as the focal point of your home. A standalone solution that does not require a hoistway to be
constructed, Vuelift ascends elegantly within existing
architecture, making it an ideal choice for renovations.
Or, allow Vuelift to inspire the design of your new
residence. In any scenario, Vuelift is an elegant way to
achieve peace of mind without compromising style –
your investment in beauty and convenience for today
also ensures mobility and independence for the future.

Panoramic views
Enjoy sweeping 360-degree views from your Vuelift, which
can be crafted from either clear acrylic or low-iron silica
glass for uncompromised clarity. The effect is a spaciousfeeling cab that provides a comfortable, airy ride with
spectacular vistas. Metal components are finished with
lustrous powder-coat in virtually any colour you can
imagine – to either blend with your home’s décor, or
provide dramatic contrast. Much more than a home lift,
Vuelift transcends convenience to deliver a ride that is an
experience in itself.

State-of-the-art design
Your Savaria® Vuelift® is designed and constructed with care
using reliable components to meet or exceed the strictest
safety guidelines. Driven by an energy-efficient winding
drum drive train system using two aircraft cables for a
smooth ride, Vuelift requires minimal maintenance to provide
you with dependable performance for years to come. A
masterpiece of art and engineering, Savaria Vuelift offers
function and beauty for those with the most discerning taste.

The finest materials
Quality is second to none when you choose a Vuelift. We
use only premium clear acrylic panels, which far exceed
code requirements for strength and will not discolour over
time. Glass Vuelift models are crafted from crystal clear
low-iron silica glass for ultimate clarity without a green
hue. The result is a curator-pleasing aesthetic that earns
pride of place in even the most distinguished homes.

Install with ease
Simplicity in design means a simple installation: your Vuelift
elevator can be installed quickly with no mess and no fuss.
Components fit easily through standard door openings,
down narrow hallways, and up stairwells with no special
lifting equipment required – making Vuelift an ideal choice
to retrofit an existing home, or install in a luxury penthouse.
While a 102mm pit is recommended, Vuelift can be installed
without a pit – with a small ramp or short step into the lift
at the lower level – and can be configured for travel up to
16.7m with as many as six stops.

OCTAGONAL

vuelift®

Maximise space with the
modern, unique octagonal
prism shaped elevator that
sparkles like a faceted crystal as
the centrepiece of your home.
Vuelift® Octagonal has a minimal
footprint, allowing it to fit into
existing stairwells or spaces
where a standard elevator may
not be possible. Fabricated from
either ultra-strong clear acrylic
with 380 kg capacity, or low-iron
silica glass for up to 430 kg, it
is suited for installations where
higher capacity is desired.

ROUND

vuelift®

With graceful curves and a
cylindrical hoistway, the Vuelift®
Round lift makes a beautiful
addition to the architecture
of any home. While ideal for
renovations, it can also be the
centrepiece of a new home
design: many architects place
the cylindrical elevator within
a spiral staircase, or mirror its
elegant curves in other design
elements.

vuelift®
specifications
Key features
• Automatic operation
• Illuminated push-button hall
call stations
• Bifold glass cab gate*
• Balcony attachment or throughthe-floor setup
• Integrated touch-pad phone
• Automatic on/off LED cab lights and
ventilation fan
• Textured black powder-coated frame

*manual sliding car gate on Vuelift Mini

Safety features
• Emergency battery back-up for
cab lighting and lowering
• Manual lowering
• Emergency alarm and stop switch
• Electrical circuit overspeed
• Safety brakes
• Elevator door interlocks
• In-use indicator lights on hall
call stations

NEW Vuelift® Mini

Optional features
• White, silver, or custom powder-coated
frame colour
• Straight-through or 90-degree entry/
exit configurations

Common to all Vuelift models
• Maximum travel 50ft (15.2m), 55 ft (16.7m) with variance, and up
to 6 stops
• Pit Depth: 4"–12" (102–305mm)
• All models offer a short ramp option when a pit is not possible
• Power Supply: 230V/1PH/50–60Hz (30 amps) and one
120V/1PH/50–60Hz (15 amps)

Download at vuelift.co.uk
• For more specifications, see the Model Comparison Chart
• For information about the Vuelift Mini Acrylic and Glass models,
see separate brochure

Round Acrylic

Round+ Glass

Octagonal Acrylic

Octagonal Glass

Octagonal+ Glass

840lb (381kg)

950lb (431kg)

840lb (381kg)

950lb (431kg)

950lb (431kg)

Nominal speed

32fpm (0.15m/s)

32fpm (0.15m/s)

32fpm (0.15m/s)

32fpm (0.15m/s)

32fpm (0.15m/s)

Cab floor area

13sq.ft. (1.3sqm)

15sq.ft. (1.4sqm)

12sq.ft. (1.2sqm)

12sq.ft. (1.2sqm)

15sq.ft. (1.4sqm)

Capacity
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better mobility for life

In business for over 30 years, Savaria®
designs, engineers and manufactures
products to help people gain personal
mobility. In addition to home lifts,
we also offer a complete range of
accessibility lifts for residential use and
demanding commercial environments.
While competitors have come and
gone, Savaria has become an industry
leader with a strong – and growing
– portfolio of products. Our large
network of authorised Savaria dealers
provide expert installation and service.
Call us to locate a dealer near you.

Unit 4, Claywood Court, Leeds LS16 6QW
Tel: 0800 910 0459
Email: vueliftuk@savaria.com
savaria.com | vuelift.co.uk

Authorised Savaria Dealer

